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Electronic excitations of C60 aggregates
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Excitation properties of the isolated C60 and (C60)N model clusters (N = 2, 3, 4, 6 and 13) are

studied using an a priori parameterized and self-consistent Hamiltonian, the Complete Neglect of

Differential Overlap considering the l azimuthal quantum number method. This method properly

describes electron excitations of the isolated C60 after the configuration interaction of singles

(CIS) procedure, when those are compared with experimental data in n-hexane solution and in a

molecular beam. Geometry models of (C60)N clusters to model the effect of aggregation were

obtained from the fullerene fcc crystal. Some peaks in the low energy edge of the absorption

spectrum appear corresponding to clustering effects, as well as small increases of bandwidths in

the strong bands at the UV region. An analysis of the theoretical absorption spectrum for dimer

models has been carried out, taking into account the influence of the distance between fullerene

centers. The density of states of CIS for fullerene clusters in the range from 2.0 to 6.5 eV shows

the possibility of electron transitions as functions of the size of the clusters.

1. Introduction

The Buckminsterfullerene C60 and similar carbon ball-shaped

molecules appear to be the building blocks of molecular

complexes and extended solids with many potential applications,

being subjects of thousands of articles since their discovery. Such

applications1–8 include photovoltaic devices, hydrogen storage and

nanomedicine. The electronic transitions and states of C60 fullerene

have been intensively studied by a combination of experimental

and theoretical techniques.9–23 An intense community effort

has led to an understanding of the low energy part of the

excitation spectrum, which has been probed mainly by fluores-

cence spectroscopy combined with other techniques (see ref. 9

and references therein). Higher energy excitations have been

probed by visible and UV light absorption. For this range of

excitations, the simulation effort has been less intense and agree-

ment with experiment is less satisfactory, as discussed below.

Optical absorption spectra have been reported for C60 in gas

phase at high temperatures,12,24 resulting in broad spectral

features and the interpretation is complicated because of the

presence of abundant vibronic states. Low and room temperature

optical spectra have been reported for thin films,17,18 and in

solution of n-hexane,10 water,25 liquid helium,15 and noble gas

solid matrices.13 The study of fullerene in n-hexane solution by

Leach et al.10 provides themost detailed characterization of theUV

optical spectrum. Three strong absorption bands dominate this

spectrum with peaks at 3.78, 4.84 and 5.88 eV. The remarkable

similarity of these band patterns in different media suggests that

they represent the ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the isolated C60 spectrum.

However, the optical spectra of C60 in aqueous phase and in thin

solid films are distinguished because all of the bands appear

wider with respect to that obtained in gas and hydrocarbon

media. Moreover, a broad and weak absorption band in the

range 2.3–3.0 eV appears in the spectra of C60 water solutions

and thin films. Interpretations of these spectral differences

have been proposed as a powerful tool to investigate the

properties of the stable C60 colloidal suspensions because of

their environmental fate.26,27

Up to now, experimental results have been mostly interpreted

with the help of calculations for isolatedmolecules. It is well known

that the excited electronic states that mediate the optical response

present a strong correlation, and must be described by methods

beyond ground state mean field approximations like Hartree–Fock

and Density functional (DFT) theory.28,29 Nowadays, time-

dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)30 has become a

standard tool for investigating excitations in large molecules,

and it has been shown to describe reasonably well optical
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absorptions in C60.
28,31,32 The correlated excited states have

also been studied with many-particle wave-function methods,

especially with semi empirical variants with configuration

interaction (CI) procedures. Orlandi and Negri9 have reviewed

the assignment of the UV-vis absorption bands guided by the

semi empirical method of complete neglect of differential

overlap for spectroscopy (CNDO/S).33 CNDO/S was also

useful to understand the infrared and the red edge spectrum,

as well as the fluorescence, which are dominated by vibronic

transitions to dipole-forbidden states.9,19,34 A common drawback

of published calculations based on wavefunction methods is that

the calculated electronic excitation energies appear overestimated.

This is commonly attributed to the approximation of using single

excited configurations (SECs) for the CI treatment,9 as well as the

use of limited basis sets for the reference ground states. However,

double excitations have been included in CNDO/S calculations

by Hara et al.35 and they have been shown to increase the gap

between the ground and the excited states.

TDDFT results, considering either adiabatic generalized

gradient approximation (GGA)31,36 or local density approximation

(LDA)37 functionals, show a semiquantitative description of the

same experimental data in n-hexane solution.10 In an early GGA

report,31 the modeled spectrum was corrected by adding a 0.35 eV

blueshift in order to match the bands with the experimental data.

Later TDDFT calculations32,36 with different basis sets and

different computational approaches provided results that were

consistent, although they underestimated transition energies.

The same trend has also been reported by considering the self-

consistent Extended Hückel (SC-EH) theory as an approxi-

mation of the Kohn–Sham density functional in the evaluations

of the TD-DFT response kernel.38 A promising route to

improve the excitation energies, yet to be tested for the C60

spectrum, is the use of range-separated hybrid functionals.39,40

The ab initio single excited configuration interaction (CIS)

treatment of C60 molecule provides a different picture of the

electron transition spectrum.41 The two lowest allowed electronic

excitations have been computed at relatively high values

(5.8 and 6.3 eV), which are in the energy range of only one of

the experimental bands. The density of CIS states (DOS-CIS)

obtained from this calculation was used to suggest the possible

vibronic origin of the bands between 3.0 and 5.0 eV. However,

the shape of the resulting bands differs from experimental data,

and electron transitions below 3.2 eV are not predicted, which is

contradictory to the rest of the theoretical studies.

The experimental spectrum shows other broad bands that are

unassigned. The nature of non-assigned transitions should be

examined through the expected activation of forbidden electronic

states by vibronic effects, by possible multiple-electron excitations,

and by interactions with the molecular environment or nearby

C60s (aggregation effects). A simulation of these effects involves a

great computational effort that is unreachable by ab initio

methods nowadays, opening the field for suitable semiempirical

methods.7 On the other hand, the actual research studies for

fullerene applications demand the modeling of supramolecular

complexes with a prohibitive number of atoms, such as

electron donor–acceptor ensembles6,8,42–44 and nanoclusters

of carbon2 which are candidates for developing efficient

photoelectrochemical and photovoltaic cells. In this context,

the CNDO/S method has already been used to study the

nature of the electronic excitations of a van der Waals

dimer of C60.
45

The above mentioned facts reinforce the necessity of further

theoretical modeling of C60 and its environment. On one hand,

it is necessary to improve the quantitative interpretation of the

experimental results. On the other hand, the theoretical

method must be scalable to systems of thousands of atoms,

and both aspects should be developed in parallel progression.

In the present work we present a study of the optical absorption

spectrum of isolated C60 molecules and (C60)N model clusters

(N = 2, 3, 4, 6 and 13) by the CNDOL method. CNDOL is an

approximate quantum mechanical Hamiltonian46 that considers

all valence interacting electrons. It represents a good starting

point for building a molecular wave function of relatively big

systems.47,48 Recently, the optical properties of single walled

carbon nanotubes with more than 8 nm length were predicted,49

opening the possibility to study non-regular objects at a nano-

scopic scale using a reliable quantum mechanical tool. Here, we

analyze the fullerene absorption spectrum between 2.5 and 6 eV,

with emphasis on the three strong absorption bands and on the

fine structure of the spectrum edge. We find that the absorption

edge is sensitive to the interaction between neighboring C60 units

and provides signatures of aggregation effects.

2. Model and methods

CNDOLmimics the Hartree–Fock–Roothaan (HFR) equations

with minimal basis sets of Slater orbitals, replacing the mono-

electronic and bielectronic integrals with appropriate estimation

formulae. The single-particle equations are solved self-

consistently, and the excited states are constructed in the

CIS manner. CNDOL shares many aspects with CNDO/S.

It differs from CNDO/S in two essential aspects. The CNDOL

valence atomic basis is augmented (improved the quality)

while considering its azimuthal quantum number (l), and all

of the parameters used are chosen a priori avoiding any

adjustment with specific data sets.

The electronic excited states are resolved in two steps. First,

the single particle molecular orbitals are calculated by the self-

consistent solution of the CNDOL/21 Hamiltonian.47 In the

second step, the excited states are found using the CIS method

(see below). The CNDOL/21 Hamiltonian is defined in terms

of a minimal basis set of atomic orbitals fm, fn. For each

carbon atom, there are four Slater orbitals of symmetry s, px,

py, and pz, which correspond to the valence shell. The matrix

elements of the CNDOL/21 Hamiltonian can be cast as

Fmm ¼ �
1

2
ðIl þ AlÞ þ

1

2
gAA
ll �

X
k¼s;p

ZA
k g

AA
lk

�
X
BaA

X
k¼s;p

ZB
k g

AB
lk �

1

2
PmmgAA

ll þ
X
BaA

X
k¼s;p

PB
k g

AB
lk

ð1Þ

Fmn ¼ �
1

2
ðIl þ Il0 ÞSmn �

1

2
PmngAB

ll0 ð2Þ

In eqn (1) and (2), l = s or p, denotes the symmetry of the orbital

fm, and l0 the symmetry of fn. The letter A refers to the atom

where the orbital fm is centered, while B refers to other atoms.
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Il and Al are the experimental ionization potential and affinity

of the atomic shell l. The symbols gAB
ll0 denote the non-null

Coulomb bi-electronic integrals, that are expressed in terms of

Il and Al, and the interatomic distance, as explained below. ZA
k

is the k-subshell valence charge in the atomic reference state,

Pmn is the density matrix, and PA
k is the sum of Pmm in the

k-subshell of atom A. The first three terms in eqn (1) represent

the electron kinetic energy and the interaction with the core of

the same atom (Pople and Segal),50 the following summation

stands for the interaction with other cores (of atoms B), and

the terms containing the density matrix represent the electron–

electron interaction. The term Smn in eqn (2) denotes the

overlap matrix between the basis functions.

The parameterization of the bi-electronic integrals varies

across the family of CNDOmethods. In this work, the two-center

repulsion integral expression corresponds to a modification of the

Mataga–Nishimoto51,52 formula

gAB
lk ¼

alkABRAB

ðalkAB þ RABÞ2

" #
;where alkAB ¼

2

ðgAA
ll þ gBBkk Þ

: ð3Þ

The bi-centric terms gAB
lk decrease as 1/RAB when RAB tends

to infinity. The electron pair repulsion in a center A (gAA
ll ) is

evaluated by Pariser’s relation53 as is traditional for this

method.

The CIS algorithm is divided into three main steps: (i)

generation and selection of which SECs will be considered,

(ii) calculation of the CIS matrix, and (iii) diagonalization. By

a SEC |i - ki, we understand a many-electron state obtained

from the ground state Slater determinant, replacing one

occupied molecular orbital i by an unoccupied k one. This

can be regarded as a one-electron transition from a low to a

high energy orbital. The energy of the SEC is the diagonal

matrix element of the many-electron Hamiltonian. The general

matrix element of the CIS Hamiltonian for singlet states is

given as54

hi -k|H|j - li = dijdkl(ek � ei) � hjk|ili + 2hjk|lii, (4)

where (ek � ei) is the difference of the two implied molecular

orbital energies (single-particle term), and �hjk|ili and 2hjk|lii
are the Coulomb and exchange interactions respectively (two-

particle term).

The selection of our active space, i.e., the set of self-

consistent orbitals that span the SECs, is crucial to calculate

the spectra. If N1 occupied and N2 unoccupied orbitals are

chosen, the number of SECs is N1 � N2. CNDO/S and other

CIS quantum chemistry methods use active spaces that tend

to contain equal number of occupied and empty orbitals.

Different CNDO/S studies of C60 illustrate the variations in

the calculated spectra with the number of SECs. The largest

number of SECs considered in those CNDO/S calculations34

was 35 � 37 = 1295, out of 120 � 120 = 14 400 possible SECs

for one molecule of C60 with minimal atomic basis.

In a full CIS calculation of C60 we employ a different scheme

for defining the SECs basis set. All the possible SECs are

generated and calculated their energies, i.e., the diagonal

elements of the CIS matrix. Then, these SECs are sorted in

ascending order of energy, and the CIS basis is selected with all

the SECs with energy smaller than or equal to a predefined

cutoff limit. Therefore, this energy cutoff is the only parameter

that controls the number of SECs. This procedure clearly

offers a balanced basis in the case of pronounced disparities

in the density of states of occupied and unoccupied levels. To

avoid a too incomplete CIS basis, we also include SECs with

larger energy than the cutoff, although showing monoelectronic

wavefunction eigenvalue (ek � ei) differences smaller than or

equal to the SECs below the cutoff. In other words, the energies

of all the SECs included in the CIS basis are below an explicitly

defined cutoff, or show a single particle term below the other,

implicitly defined, cutoff. In the particular case of fullerene, this

correction allows a complete inclusion of certain combinations

of occupied and excited orbitals that are degenerate as single

particle states, although split due to electron interaction terms

when combined to form SECs. For C60, a cutoff of 13.2 eV

provides a reasonable tradeoff between the full CIS spectrum

and a low computational cost (see Fig. A1 in Appendix A). The

same cutoff has been used for the (C60)N clusters, except for the

largest model ((C60)13) where a 7.2 eV cutoff was used to

appropriately describe only the low energy transitions.

It must be considered that all possible SECs do not necessarily

optimize the calculated results since we are not including the

contribution of multiply excited determinants to the system

wavefunction, and therefore it would remain far from full CI.

Another important reason is that the limited (minimal) atomic

basis set implicit in approximate HF Hamiltonians used to

build the molecular one electron wave functions should be far

from complete. In particular, extended states of the continuum

spectrum cannot be accounted.

The CNDOL description of the studied system will be

presented in the order of degrees of aggregation. First, we

show results of the low-energy excited states (below 6.5 eV) of

isolated C60 molecules as predicted by our method. The results

are compared with the experimental absorption spectrum and

with other theoretical predictions. Second, we show results on

the absorption spectra of dimers (C60)2 as a function the

center–center distance. Finally, we present model absorption

spectra of the heavier cluster models such as (C60)3, (C60)4,

(C60)6 and (C60)13. For the sake of comparison, reported

intensities of all (C60)N calculated absorption spectra have

been normalized to a single C60 unit, i.e., divided by N.

The structural model of C60 was taken from the face centered

cubic crystal structure55 and it was relaxed using DFT calculations.

The plane-wave pseudopotential Quantum ESPRESSO package56

was used. The exchange and correlation parts of the electronic

energy were calculated with the GGA functional of Perdew, Burke

and Ernzerhof (PBE).57 The pseudopotential C.pbe-rrkjus.UPF

from the Quantum-ESPRESSO distribution was used. Kinetic

energy cutoffs of 30 Ry and 320 Ry were used for the expansion

of the wave functions and the charge density, respectively. The

wave function was obtained at the gamma point. To avoid

convergence problems, the method of cold smearing58 was used,

with a broadening parameter of 0.01 Ry. The structure was relaxed

using the BFGS quasi-Newton algorithm. Auxiliary relaxations

were made for a C60 molecule in a 20 Å wide cubic supercell. The

effects of using a correction for dispersion forces and a different

pseudopotential were tested and shown to be small.

The resulting two different C–C bond lengths,RC–C= 1.45 Å

(in pentagons) and RCQC = 1.39 Å (in hexagons), fit the
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reported experimental geometry of this molecule of 1.46 and

1.40 Å for gas phase9,59 and of 1.46 and 1.38 Å for the room

temperature crystal structure.60 The center–center distance (R)

between neighboring C60 molecules in the crystal is 10.02 Å,

which agree with a previous report.61 The (C60)N cluster

models were built by replication of the C60 molecule at fcc

lattice vectors. In the case of the trimer (C60)3, tetramer (C60)4
and tridecamer (C60)13, fullerenes were extracted in triangular,

tetrahedral and icosahedral shapes respectively. A non-regular

octahedral form was achieved for the (C60)6 model. In addition,

other dimer models (C60)2 were obtained by increasing R from

the original in the crystal dimer (10.02 Å) up to 13.02 Å. Fig. 1

shows the structural arrangements of these molecular clusters.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. C60 results

Table 1 displays detailed information on the calculated optical

transitions in the UV-vis spectrum, as grouped from analysis

of experimental data. The oscillator strengths of the TDDFT

calculation31 have been multiplied by three, in order to

account for the triple degeneration of T1u levels and to

compare with the experimental values. We verified that this

is the case after doing our own TDDFT calculation. The

reported TDDFT calculations give too low oscillator strengths

(theoretical intensities derived from transition dipoles) compared

with the experiments, and CNDO/S gives too high values. In the

case of CNDO/S, it is believed that these high oscillator strengths

can be reduced with the inclusion of double excitations in the CI

expansion.62

Fig. 2 shows the C60 absorption spectrum calculated with

different methods, and two representative experimental spectra.

The theoretical absorption spectrum has been simulated by the

convolution of Lorentzian functions multiplied by the oscillator

strength of each electronic excitation. The peaks of the spectra

are labelled a, c, e, and g, and the shoulders f and h, following

the notation of Bauernschmitt et al.31 The b and d broad

bands also appear which have neither been resolved nor

assigned to any particular electronic transition. We found no

clear experimental reference to establish what theoretical

method is more accurate in terms of excitation energies and

peak intensities. Theoretical calculations should be ideally

compared with low temperature spectra of C60 in gas phase.

However, we have only found gas phase measurements made

at high temperature clearly showing the effects of thermal

dilation and strong broadening due to thermal motion. More-

over, the uncertainty in the determination of the gas density

affects the absolute cross section values.24 On the other hand,

low temperature measurements for C60 in liquid and solid

matrices are influenced by the environment. Sassara et al.13

(and references cited therein) have correlated the main spectral

Fig. 1 Structural arrangements of the (C60)N cluster models. The distance between neighboring C60 molecules (fullerene center–center) in the

crystal is 10.02 Å.

Table 1 Transition energies E and strengths f obtained by different
levels of theory

CNDO/Sa

E; f
CNDO/Sb

E; f
TDDFTc

E; f
CNDOLd

(cutoff) E; f
CNDOLd

(Full CIS) E; f

3.4; 0.08 3.4; 0.12 2.82; 0.006 3.00; 0.003 2.98; 0.003

4.06; 0.41 4.02; 0.54 3.51; 0.417 3.82; 0.429 3.74; 0.447

4.38; 2.37 4.28; 2.70 4.48; 1.107 4.54; 0.081 4.52; 0.141
4.70; 0.3 4.64; 0.54 5.02; 0.000
5.07; --- 5.03; 2.94 5.10; 0.009 4.81; 1.02 4.71; 0.75

5.24; 7.88 5.20; 5.79 5.47; 2.295 4.93; 0.021 4.92; 0.012
5.13; 0.060 5.12; 0.033

5.54; 1.18 5.51; 0.81 5.72; 0.024 5.49; 0.015 5.47; 0.033
5.68; 0.030 5.66; 0.045

5.78; 10.74 5.62; 3.21 5.98; 2.438 6.27; 2.10 6.09; 1.71

6.31; 0.42

a Ref. 62. b Ref. 9. c Ref. 31. The f are multiplied by 3 to account for

degeneration (see the text). d This work. The cutoff is 13.2 eV.
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features (peak wavelengths and linewidths) with certain

physical properties of the solvents, e.g. the Lorentz–Lorenz

polarizability, and have extrapolated to the dielectric parameters

of vacuum thus estimating the main spectral features in a cold

gas phase. The extrapolated peak energies and linewidths are

indicated by horizontal error bars in Fig. 2 at the top of the

experimental spectra. It turns out that the peak energies in hot

gas phase12 are very close to the values in n-hexane at room

temperature,10 and in both cases the peaks are red-shifted

with respect to the estimated cold gas phase absorption.13

Nevertheless, the redshifts are smaller than 0.2 eV and this

magnitude is smaller than the expected accuracy of any

theoretical method. Hence, we will use the reliable n-hexane

experiment10 as reference.

Another issue is the fact that bandwidths are non-uniform,

and although one can simulate the spectra using fitted values,

it makes difficult the comparison between different methods.

For example, Bauernschmitt et al.31 corrected their spectra

(TDDFT in Fig. 2) with a blue-shift of 0.35 eV to achieve

better agreement with experimental energies. In particular, this

improves the agreement for peaks a and c, but changes the

assignment of peak g between the double peak structure at 5.5

and 5.9 eV. If the TDDFT spectrum is not blue-shifted (taken

‘‘as is’’), the f and g structures can be assigned to transitions to

the 61T1u and 81T1u states, respectively. However, if the blue-

shifted spectrum is taken, then 61T1u must be assigned to peak

g, and 81T1u to peak h.31 Hence, one should assign different

linewidths to these transitions depending on whether a shift is

applied to the energies. Moreover, if one applies shifts for

every theoretical method and fits bandwidths biasing the

comparison is unavoidable. Therefore, we prefer to compare

the spectra with the energies without any a posteriori correc-

tion, and to choose the same bandwidth 0.27 eV to simulate all

and each calculated transition. This band width is the same as

that used by Rocca et al.,36 who reported a very similar

TDDFT spectra to that of ref. 31 by using different functionals

and basis sets (Gaussians vs. plane waves). Nevertheless, one needs

to set a smaller linewidth of 0.02 eV to see the peak a closer to

the experimental value. Peak a is really a doublet that has been

assigned each to an electronic transition and to a vibronic

replica.10

One can appreciate qualitative agreement between TDDFT

and CNDOL results for transitions a, c, and e. CNDOL

provides better peak positions for a, c, and e, and a less

accurate description of the region over 5 eV. TDDFT provides

transition energies matching the f and g band features,

although incorrect intensities. CNDOL predicts transitions

at a somewhat higher energy, 5.49 and 5.68 eV with oscillator

strengths of 0.015 and 0.030 that are too weak to be appre-

ciated in the plot. As commented above, the CNDO/S method

overestimates the low-energy electron transitions in this

case,9,34 although it may be due to the relatively small active

space employed at that time.

The different absorption functions have been rescaled to

facilitate the comparison of the spectral shapes. As shown in

Table 1, both TDDFT and CNDOL oscillator strengths are

smaller than those of the experiments (see Table 2) in the case

of the three strong bands. Their assigned10 oscillator strengths

are 0.37, 2.27, and 3.09 (roughly in proportion 1 : 6 : 8),

respectively, in order of increasing energy. As we show in

Table 2 and Fig. B1 in Appendix B, a proportion 1 : 9 : 20

results from a detailed fit of the spectrum, although the

intensity of the first peak at 3.78 eV is uncertain because it is

strongly influenced by two non-assigned transitions at close

energies. The TDDFT approach gives oscillator strengths

0.417, 1.107, and 2.295 (in ratio 1 : 3 : 6), while CNDOL gives

0.429, 1.02, 2.10 (in ratio 2 : 5 : 10). Note that the TDDFT

and CNDOL intensity ratio of the second to third peaks is

close to our fit 9 : 20. The intensity of the c peak will be further

discussed (Section 3.2). One problem is that TDDFT and

CNDOL systematically give oscillator strengths lower than

the experimental values in this system. However, the absorp-

tion intensities in n-hexane are likely to be enhanced by the

interaction with the solvent. As discussed in ref. 63, the

electromagnetic wave electric field is locally amplified due to

a dielectric cavity effect and the reaction field to the molecular

dipole. Hence, the measured absorption in a solvent must be

corrected to obtain a representation of the absorption under

vacuum. The corrected oscillator strengths are shown in

Fig. 2 Experimental and theoretical absorption spectra of C60. The

experimental values are reported in n-hexane solution at 300 K10 and

from a molecular beam at an estimated temperature of 973 K.12

Calculations are made with CNDOL (this work), TDDFT,31 and

CNDO/S34 methods. Horizontal error bars represent the extrapolated

peak energies and bandwidths as estimated for a cold gas phase

spectrum.13

Table 2 Transition energies E, oscillator strengths f, and bandwidth
parameters s determined from the absorption spectrum of C60 in
n-hexane.10 The third column contains the results of a Lorentzian fit
with solvent effects filtered with the Onsager correction.63 �hg is the
Lorentzian full width at half maximum. The units of E and s are eV

Estimateda

E; f
Gaussian fitting
(this work) E; f; s

Corrected fittingb

E; f; s0 ¼ �hg
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2
p

3.04; 0.015 3.04; 0.002; 0.02
3.30; --- 3.69; 0.46; 0.28
3.78; 0.37 3.76; 0.24; 0.08 3.78; 0.26; 0.09
4.06- 4.17; 0.096; 0.11
4.35; 0.10 4.47; 0.49; 0.15
4.84; 2.27 4.84; 2.27; 0.15 4.87; 1.41; 0.13
5.46; 0.22 5.35; 0.25; 0.10
5.88; 3.09 5.90; 4.90; 0.34 6.04; 5.32; 0.36
6.36; --- 6.46; 0.44; 0.12

a Ref. 10. b Ref. 63.
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Table 2, showing reductions of the oscillator strengths as

compared with the values in solution. An exception is the g

band, where the corrected value is larger, and the transition

energy is also modified by the solvent effect. However, the

values for this band are affected by a significant oscillation in

the real part of the polarizability, which affects the spectra

accuracy deduced for this energy range. The c band was fitted

in ref. 63 with only one Lorentzian. Hence, its oscillator

strength of 0.26 can be compared with the value of 0.37 given

by Leach et al.10 However, let us notice when fitting with

only one Lorentzian, one loses the broad band centered at

3.69 eV which adds a significant contribution to the total

oscillator strength (see Fig. B1 in Appendix B). This issue will

be discussed below.

3.2. (C60)N cluster results

Fig. 3 illustrates CNDOL results of singlet excited states of

(C60)2 dimer models. The cutoff energy criterion used to

truncate the CIS matrix basis implies that 14644 SECs are

needed to model the electron transitions of (C60)2. Simulated

absorption spectra were obtained under the same conditions as

in Fig. 2, although in this case with a half width of 0.05 eV.

Two different regions are shown in Fig. 3. The main plot

displays the a peak region at the lower energy edge of the

spectrum, while the inset shows the zone of the intense bands.

The more significant effect observed in this dimer model is the

appearance of a peak at 2.82 eV, which achieves intensity

comparable to the peak a at 2.99 eV when the center–center

distance is 10.02 Å. This result must be associated with the

broken symmetry of the dimer system with respect to isolated

C60 molecules. Both peaks in the dimer system appear arising

from transitions to states delocalized across the whole dimer

i.e. collective states. Fig. 3 also shows that peak a in dimer

models tends to the same shape of that in the isolated C60,

where the distance (R) between fullerene centers increases to

above 13 Å. This result is consistent with the localized

character of electron transitions when fullerenes are at non-

interacting distances. The above results are averaged over all the

dimer orientations. For any given single dimer, the absorption

is strongly polarized along the dimer axis, although the spectra

with perpendicular polarization are still important.

The changes in the spectral bands above 3.5 eV (graphic

inside in Fig. 3) are less significant with respect to the lowest

energy region. The intense peaks e and g slightly change in the

dimer models with respect to the isolated C60 absorption

spectrum. In these cases, the optically active levels split and

other states become weakly active. The oscillator strengths of

peaks e and g are redistributed among two and three groups of

states, respectively, separated by nearly 0.1 eV. With a simulated

line width of 0.05 eV, peaks e and g look like a doublet and a

triplet, while just a single peak and a peak with a shoulder are

observed in the monomer absorption spectrum. However, as the

observed bandwidth is much larger than 0.05 eV, these splittings

cannot be noticed. The total calculated oscillator strength

between 2 and 6.5 eV changes slightly from 8.07 for a pair of

non-interacting monomers to 8.23 for the nearest dimer.

Larger cluster models of C60 hint more aspects of clustering

influence on the absorption spectra. All electronic transitions

of the whole studied region were obtained for every cluster

model but (C60)13. This largest model was used to study the

effect of the cluster size over the spectral edge. CIS matrices

involve 30 105, 48 000 and 86 400 SECs for (C60)N for N= 3, 4

and 6, respectively, while the low energy region of the (C60)13
model spectrum was appropriately described using 27 208

SECs. Resulting calculated absorption spectra of all clusters

are shown in Fig. 4. The lowest energy regions were simulated

with a half bandwidth of 0.03 eV, whereas the other bands

were simulated with a half bandwidth of 0.15 eV. The inset

shows the relation between different selected half-width of the

c, e and g bands with the number of molecules in the cluster.

The widths of bands e and g tend to increase progressively

when the cluster models become larger. As in the case of the

dimer, the major spectral differences appear in the low energy

region. In general, an increase in the cluster size implies more

allowed electronic excitations in the low energy region of the

spectrum.

It is noteworthy that the peak at around 2.85 eV for (C60)4
and (C60)13 resulted with a reduced intensity as compared

with the cases of dimers and trimers. This must be another

symmetry or shape effect, as the monomer, tetramer and

tridecamer are equant objects, compared with the prolate

dimer and the oblate trimer. Moreover, neither the (C60)4
nor the (C60)13 respective spectra appear polarized.

There are no experimental data on small fullerene clusters to

compare with our simulation. Our results suggest the presence

of small clusters in experiments, provided the fine structure of

the absorption spectrum as measured in the range 2.5–3.2 eV.

It has been suggested that the aggregates of C60 in water could

be small spherical particles containing at least four C60

molecules.25 The optical absorption spectra of them above

3.0 eV show broad bands that are slightly red-shifted (around

0.1 eV) in comparison with those of the n-hexane solution.25,64

In addition, a low intensity and very broad band covers the

spectral range between 2.3 and 3.0 eV. This spectral feature

appears when the formation of C60 clusters is evident by

Fig. 3 CNDOL theoretical absorption spectra of (C60)2 models

compared with an isolated C60 model. The low energy region

(2.6–3.4 eV) of the spectrum is in the main plot, while the zone of

the intense bands is shown in the graphic inset. The line width used for

band plotting is 0.05 eV. The distance (R) between fullerene centers in

(C60)2 models increases from the original in the fullerite crystal (Rc =

10.02 Å plotted in red) up to 13.02 Å.
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electron microscopy studies,25,64,65 as well as in the absorption

spectra of the solid film.18 This broad band reveals an activation

of dipole-forbidden states by a number of possible causes, e.g.,

clustering effects, solvent interaction, or dynamic geometry

fluctuations. Nevertheless, our calculations suggest that optically

active states in clusters could be localized in a narrow spectral

range and cannot fully account for this broad band.

Fig. 5 shows the very interesting landscape of densities of

singlet CIS states (DOS-CIS) for all of the studied clusters.

DOS values are divided by the number of C60 units to normalize

comparisons. These DOS-CIS are broad functions shown as a

band representation in the whole range from 2.0 to 6.5 eV,

illustrating the possibility of electron transitions assisted by some

of the above mentioned mechanisms. Two clear behaviors are

distinguished for the normalized DOS: (i) bands seem similar

between 2 and about 3.5 eV; (ii) bands become increasingly

higher with the size of clusters at higher energies. It can be easily

understood as an excitonic process where every CIS excitation

involves an electron and a hole, which can be located at any

(or shared among several) of the C60 units. Thus, the total

number of excited states is proportional to the square of the

number of C60 units. Intermolecular excitations are present in

DOS for energies higher than 3.5 eV.

The CNDO/S method has been previously used to study the

nature of electronic excitations of a van der Waals dimer of

C60.
45 In that study, the CIS basis comprised 2000 SECs, and

showed qualitatively the same results. The lowest states appear

at around the same energies as the monomer transitions,

although the oscillator strengths were not reported and the

double peak structure at 2.8–3.0 eV was not revealed. On

the other hand, the similarity of our absorption spectra of all

the clusters above 3.5 eV reveals that intermolecular excita-

tions are not dipole allowed. However, their presence must

influence the spectrum by acting as additional relaxation

channels for the allowed excitations. Hence, one expects an

increment of the line broadening as a consequence of cluster-

ing effects. They may be already masked by the large band-

width of the high-energy transitions, and it would be desirable

to reveal these states by a direct method.

Let us consider the c band, which is fitted by two Gaussians

centered at 3.69 and 3.76 eV (see Fig. B1 in Appendix B) and

has oscillator strength amounts up to 0.70. If the Gaussian

centered at 3.69 eV is not attributed to an electronic transition,

the remaining contribution to the c band at 3.76 eV will be the

only one transition with experimental oscillator strength

smaller than the values from TDDFT and CNDOL calcula-

tions. Hence, we think that the broad band centered at 3.69 eV

is also due to the 21T1u level. A splitting of the 21T1u level in

0.07 eV is incompatible with the symmetry of an isolated C60.

Our CNDOL calculations of the (C60)N clusters predict splits

of this magnitude, i.e., 0.05 eV. The fitted strengths have a

ratio of 0.46/0.24 = 1.9, while the CNDOL calculations

predict the ratios 1.0, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.4, for N = 2, 3, 4 and 6,

respectively. Bandwidths of this doublet (s= 0.28 and 0.08 eV)

are remarkably different and we cannot offer a satisfactory

explanation yet. For the sake of consistency, if clusters are

present in n-hexane solution, a doublet fine structure should be

observed at the low energy, as discussed above. It is possible that

the solvent may affect differently the states of the doublet and they

merge in a single peak, or that the oscillator strength may be

transferred to one of the components. Additional simulations

accounting for the solvent and clusters are necessary to clarify this

issue, as well as experiments focused on this part of the spectrum.

A plausible alternative is the Jahn–Teller effect, considering the

triple degeneracy of the 21T1u level, and the existence of multiple

vibrational modes. Jahn–Teller effects are invoked to explain the

absorption spectra in the range of 2–3 eV, where shifts of this

magnitude are observed, as well as asymmetry in the bandwidths.66

This effect may be present in a smaller measure for the bands e and

g, and could be responsible for the shoulders d and f.

4. Conclusions

The CNDOL method predicts transition strengths for C60 in

agreement with previous TDDFT calculations, although we

attained better transition energy agreements with experimental

results. Given that CNDOL is less demanding in computer

Fig. 4 CNDOL theoretical absorption spectra of (C60)N models. The

low energy region of the spectrum has been inset amplified �30 (left).

The other inset (right) shows half-widths of the c, e and g bands for the

(C60)N models where N = 2, 3, 4 and 6. All of (C60)N modeled

absorption spectrum intensities have been divided by the number N

of units. Absorption is shown in arbitrary units (a.u.) to allow

comparisons.

Fig. 5 CNDOL density of CIS states (DOS-CIS) obtained for the

study systems. Each DOS is divided by the number of C60 units.
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resources, we have advanced in the route of simulating collec-

tive phenomena observed in light absorption bands by clusters

of C60. In these cases, the results show that the density of states

is enhanced by charge-transfer excitations in the region above

3.5 eV. However, the optical absorption due to dipole allowed

transitions presents only minor changes due to clustering at

the higher energies. Only the fine structure at the red edge of

the spectrum appears modified by explicit collective effects,

showing the possibility of new optically active states in clusters

that could be significant for possible applications.

Appendix A: effect of the CIS basis size

Fig. A1 shows the effect of the size of the CIS basis, expressed

in terms of the number of SECs. The 1200 SECs basis is

roughly the size of the former CNDO/S calculations, and it is

evident a bad description of the region above 6 eV. The Full

CIS (with the atomic minimal basis set) provides a much better

qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experiments.

The 4621 SECs basis includes all the SECs with energy smaller

than 13.2 eV, plus a few SECs added to complete the excited

state shells present in the basis. This basis is qualitatively

similar to the Full CIS basis, for a much lower computational

cost, which is needed for the study of C60 clusters.

Appendix B: fit of the spectrum

Fig. B1 shows the experimental data and fits of light absorption

by C60 in n-hexane solution. The thick lines show the fitted

spectrum and the thin lines show the contribution of each

transition. The dotted lines are the curve with the parameters

estimated by Leach et al.10 The oscillator strength fitted for the

allowed transitions at 3.76, 4.84 and 5.90 eV are 0.24, 2.27 and

4.90 (proportion 1 : 9 : 20), respectively. Note the broad band b

centered at 3.69 eV. Its presence decreases the strength of the

transition at 3.76 eV. If it is adjusted with a simple Gaussian, the

height of peak c is well reproduced, but there is a considerable

amount of oscillator strength unaccounted, which is associated

to the feature b. Also note that the peak e, at 4.84 eV, can be

described by a single Gaussian and is little affected by the

transition d. Hence, peak e can be used to gauge the fitting

procedure, and we have fixed its oscillator strength at 2.27 to

agree with ref. 10.
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